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OUR HISTORY
At SynergyLabs, our team members enrich the lives of pets, pet parents and customers.
We take deep pride in our product chemistry, innovation, and value standards.

Richard Ticktin, Founder
and CEO of SynergyLabs,
developed and sold his
first product, a 100%
orthoboric acid indoor &
outdoor-use flea treatment,
to homes around the state of
Florida. The introduction of
"Flea Doctor" powder for the
do-it-yourself market was the
company's first venture into
manufacturing products.
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Flea Doctor Incorporated
was created.
Joins APPMA
(now APPA) and PIDA.

Running out of space,
the business relocated
from his home to a location
in Dania Beach, Florida.

Only a year later, with
the company growing
rapidly, Ticktin acquired
several acres of land in Port
Everglades, Fort Lauderdale
and moved once again. The
property had 4 warehouses
and an office complex.

The company produces
over 30 products and
gains a national reputation
for manufacturing
premium quality pet
products. SynergyLabs
products can now be
found on the shelves of
specialty retailers.

SynergyLabs entered 2009
as a fully vertically integrated
global supplier, providing
unparalleled value to its
customers. From blow
molding bottles, to graphic
design, from digital label
printing, to formulating
and laboratory analysis. From
concept-to-shelf, everything
could be done under one roof.

SynergyLabs now distributes
its products to over 35
countries worldwide.

SynergyLabs moved into a
45,700 sq. ft. state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility. The
company's products are now
in 40 countries worldwide.

SynergyLabs wins several
awards: Best Fort Lauderdale
Company, X-Treme Catnip
best packaging, Groomer's
Salon Select best packaging,
and SMFA manufacturer
of the year award.
Significant investments in
laboratory R&D. Begins
developing new 2-step wound
care technology and all-natural
enzymatic toothpaste.

Passed several effeciency
& quality control audits
with 99.9% scores
recorded by third party
auditors. Third-party
laboratory tests prove
SynergyLabs' efficacy
and formulary contents
beat the competition.
SynergyLabs enters
grocery and mass channels.

SynergyLabs introduced
a line of breakthrough
supplements designed
to enhance the lives of
pets and pet parents.
Also, Veterinary Formula®
Advanced was launched, a
premium medicated solution
specifically designed to give
a competitive advantage to
the specialty channel.

Synergylabs moved to a new
250,000 sq. ft. manufacturing
facility in North Carolina
after outgrowing their Fort
Lauderdale space. The new
facility is 4x the size of their
previous space, expanding
SynergyLabs’ capabilities
to include: paste, gel and
supplement manufacturing,
additional packaging lines and
extended R&D capabilities.
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Creative
Solutions

OUR
CAPABILITIES
L abs

Q uality
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Continuous
Innovation
WE DO the right thing when no one is watching.
S afety

WE TAKE responsibility for every product we make.
WE ARE transparent, open and honest.
WE USE only the safest and highest-quality ingredients.
WE PUT the customer first, always.
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Expertise
into Action

WE LOVE our pets because they are FAMILY.

R esponsibility
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OUR MISSION
because they're more than just pets™

Our mission is to be the most knowledgeable and innovative manufacturer of American-made solutions
that make it easy to maintain beautiful, healthy pets. We stand by our unwavering commitment to deliver
outstanding products that provide top-value to pet owners around the world. Our team strives to provide all
customers a superior experience through service and care from start-to-finish.

2017–2020

Q uality

PREMIUM
MEDICATED

+
PREMIUM
COSMETIC

A COMPREHENSIVE
PORTFOLIO

COSMETIC

ORAL
HYGIENE

SHEDDING
SOLUTIONS

NATURAL
COSMETIC

H appy
SUPPLEMENTS

WOUND
CARE

TRAINING
AID

TREATS

TREATMENTS
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A CLOSER LOOK AT US

We are pioneers, explorers and purveyors
When it comes to the dog and cat hardgoods category, we pride ourselves on being scientific innovators. With
our deep expertise in chemistry and unparalleled R&D experience, we believe there’s no one else that can do
what we can. It’s something we’re extremely proud of, and we’d like you, our partners, to be proud of that, too.

2017–2020
PRIVATE BRAND
AND CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING:
NOMINATED
MANUFACTURER
OF THE YEAR BY SFMA

FULL-SERVICE
AUDITED R&D
LABORATORY

AMERICAN-MADE,
GLOBALLY SOURCED

RECIPIENT OF
INC. 5000’S
FASTEST-GROWING
COMPANIES IN AMERICA
4 YEARS IN A ROW

#1 IN INNOVATIVE AND
PATENT-PENDING
CHEMISTRY AND
CATEGORY-CRUSHING
FORMULATIONS

99.43%
ON-TIME AND
ACCURATE
FULFILLMENT

100% RETAILER
AND CONSUMER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

A GREAT PLACE
TO WORK

BECAUSE THEY'RE
MORE THAN
JUST PETS™

EPA AND FDA
REGISTERED

APPA AND NASC
MEMBER

SUPPLYING OVER
60 COUNTRIES
WORLDWIDE
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EFFECTIVE.
AFFORDABLE.
CLINICAL CARE.

Premium-grade, medicated products with
veterinary-grade ingredients to prevent and
eliminate most skin and coat ailments, offered
at prices pet parents can afford. Perfect for
hands-on pet owners who want to know
they’re doing the best for their best friend.

Running to the vet can be costly and
time-intensive, especially for routine skin
problems. Many consumers would rather
treat their pets themselves to save time and
money. That’s why we created Veterinary
Formula® Clinical Care™.

VETERINARY FORMULA®
CLINICAL CARE™ COLLECTION
PARABEN-FREE

SOAP-FREE

VETERINARIAN RECOMMENDED

PREMIUM MEDICATED
13

MEDICATED SOLUTIONS

VFCC

ANTISEPTIC & ANTIFUNGAL MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Scientifically formulated to help relieve bacterial and yeast infections,
while lanolin and aloe vera help heal and soothe sensitive skin.

PREMIUM MEDICATED

1 gal.

FG01321

16 oz.

FG01320

VFCC

HOT SPOT & ITCH RELIEF MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Provides relief for your pet from mild dermatitis and flaky dandruff.
Hot Spot & Itch Relief Medicated Shampoo helps relieve symptoms and
promote healing by hydrating and calming itchy skin and removing
excess oils. Scientifically formulated with hydrocortisone and lidocaine.
1 gal.

FG01331

16 oz.

FG01330

VFCC

ANTISEPTIC & ANTIFUNGAL SPRAY
Medicated treatment for dogs and cats suffering from fungal and
bacterial skin infections, providing relief, while also deodorizing.
8 oz.

FG01325

VFCC
VFCC

HOT SPOT & ITCH RELIEF MEDICATED CONDITIONER
Medicated to reduce itching, redness and swelling. Enriched with
wheat germ oil and natural colloidal oatmeal to soothe, moisturize
and protect skin, while leaving the pet’s coat silky and shiny.
16 oz.

FG01335

ANTIPARASITIC & ANTISEBORRHEIC MEDICATED SHAMPOO*
Effectively treats and relieves skin scaling caused by seborrhea, mange
and other parasitic infections. The medicated formula is also effective
against fungal and bacterial skin infections.

1 gal.

FG01316

16 oz.

FG01315

VFCC

HOT SPOT & ITCH RELIEF MEDICATED SPRAY
When hot spots occur due to common skin irritants such as allergies
and flea and tick bites, get instant relief with Hot Spot & Itch Relief
Medicated Spray. The fast-acting relief also helps to minimize
the itching, biting and licking that can worsen the problem.

8 oz.

FG01340
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VFCC

FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
Kills and controls fleas and ticks on contact. Gently cleanses and
exfoliates skin and coat, while leaving the coat soft and shiny.
Safe for use on dogs, cats, ferrets and horses over 12 weeks of age.
1 gal.

FG01361

16 oz.

FG01360

VFCC

FLEA & TICK SPRAY FOR DOGS
Gives dogs up to 14 weeks of protection against fleas and ticks –
the longest-lasting results on the market today – while working to
prevent re-infestation.

FG01333

VFCC

OATMEAL & TEA TREE OIL INFUSER SHAMPOO
Provides gentle cleansing and effective antibacterial healing for
dry, flaky or irritated skin for dogs. No artificial fragrances or harsh
chemicals. Paraben-free and pH-balanced.

1 gal.

FG01356

16 oz.

FG01355

VFCC

HYPOALLERGENIC SHAMPOO
Scientifically formulated with gentle, coconut-based
cleansers and without harsh ingredients, dyes and
fragrances, this shampoo is perfect for pets with
sensitive skin.
1 gal.

FG01301

16 oz.

FG01300

VFCC

EAR THERAPY
FOR DOGS & CATS
Provides gentle relief for fungal, yeast and bacterial infections,
while cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing the ear canal.

4 oz.

FG00170

PREMIUM MEDICATED

8 oz.

VFCC

SUPER CLOT
Fast-acting gel for minor cuts, surgical wounds and scrapes.
Super Clot stops bleeding, relieves pain and disinfects. And you
can apply it with an easy-to-use applicator.

1 oz.

FG00201

VFCC

PET CALM

Promotes relaxation for dogs or cats when used prior to
events that cause stress. Tastes great and recommended
by veterinarians. You can feed directly to pet with an
easy-to-use dropper.
4 oz.

FG01383
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VETERINARY FORMULA®
CLINICAL CARE™ SUPPLEMENTS

PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS

YOUR BOND IS PRECIOUS.
PROTECT IT WITH SCIENCE.

We spent thousands of hours researching,
testing, and analyzing to ensure we had
the best combinations of active ingredients
available today. The result is a significant
breakthrough to help enhance the lives
of our best friends.
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Each 45 count jar of our nutrient-rich soft chew
supplements targets a specific health concern
as common as joint and gut support, to the
niche Tear Stain supplement.

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

ULTIMATE JOINT HEALTH

SENIOR SUPPORT

We set out to create a better hip & joint formula, and
the result is a powerful blend of 7 clinically proven active
ingredients including fast-acting Calcium Fructoborate,
Glucosamine, Green Lipped Mussel, Turmeric, Hyaluronic
Acid, Coconut and Salmon Oil for relief of joint pain. Our
ingredients promote cartilage development helping maintain
joint mobility and flexibility.

Our optimized blend of premium ingredients contains
the nutrients necessary for senior dogs to live happier
lives. Each soft chew targets the key conditions
senior dogs suffer from. They tackle mobility and joint
stiffness, vision strength, digestive and skin health and
cognitive function.

45 Chews

45 Chews

FG01422

FG01428

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

SKIN HEALTH & ITCH RELIEF

IMMUNE DEFENSE

Itchy, flaky and scaly skin can be a result of improper
nutrition and environmental factors like allergens and other
irritants. Our skin & coat formula is designed with essential
fatty acids and natural anti-inflammatories to pack a
powerful punch against scaly skin and itchy coat.

Regulate your dog’s immune function and help fight off
allergies and infections with our powerful formula of high
potency colostrum, turkey tail and shiitake mushrooms,
omegas, antioxidants and an optimized blend of prebiotics
and probiotics.

45 Chews

45 Chews

PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

FG01427

FG01425

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

COMPLETE PROBIOTIC

PET CALM PLUS

With our own blend of 16 clinically proven active ingredients,
giving your furry family member a serving of good bacteria
is easy and tasty. Our optimized blend of 8 probiotic strains
combined with 2 prebiotics, 7 digestive enzymes plus fiber,
helps maintain intestinal balance, promotes proper gut flora
and boosts the immune system.

Keeping our pets calm and relaxed can be a challenge.
Stressor like travelling, hospitalization, moving,
thunderstorms, fireworks and tension caused by change
in your pet’s daily routine can overwhelm them. Pet Calm
Plus, with its blend of natural ingredients may reduce
hyperactivity while promoting relaxation.

45 Chews

45 Chews

FG01424

FG01423

VFCC SUPPLEMENTS

EYE HEALTH & TEAR STAIN
Tear Staining can be unsightly and challenging for many
pet parents. We use natural extracts with antimicrobial,
antibacterial, and histamine-blocking properties targeting
allergies, along with powerful antioxidants that support
retinal and visual functions from the inside out.

45 Chews
FG01426
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PREMIUM.
ADVANCED.
CLINICAL CARE.

The #1 best selling medicated brand just got better.
Introducing Veterinary Formula® Advanced,
designed to give the specialty channel a competitive
advantage. Our industry best formulas save pet
parents on vet bills and give our furry family

members the relief they need. With
active pharmaceutical ingredients, each
formula is designed to treat specific skin
conditions. No one size fits all here.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR PET SPECIALTY

VETERINARY FORMULA® ADVANCED
PARABEN-FREE

SOAP-FREE

VETERINARIAN RECOMMENDED

PREMIUM MEDICATED
19

MEDICATED SOLUTIONS

PREMIUM MEDICATED

VFA

HOT SPOT & ITCH RELIEF MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Provides relief for your pet from mild dermatitis and flaky dandruff.
Hot Spot & Itch Relief Medicated Shampoo helps relieve symptoms and
promote healing by hydrating and calming itchy skin and removing
excess oils. Scientifically formulated with hydrocortisone and lidocaine.
16 oz.

FG01630

VFA

ANTISEPTIC & ANTIFUNGAL SPRAY
Medicated treatment for dogs and cats suffering from fungal and
bacterial skin infections, providing relief, while also deodorizing.

8 oz.

FG01625

VFA

VFA

HOT SPOT & ITCH RELIEF MEDICATED SPRAY

ANTIPARASITIC & ANTISEBORRHEIC MEDICATED SHAMPOO*

When hot spots occur due to common skin irritants such as allergies
and flea and tick bites, get instant relief with Hot Spot & Itch Relief
Medicated Spray. The fast-acting relief also helps to minimize
the itching, biting and licking that can worsen the problem.

Effectively treats and relieves skin scaling caused by seborrhea, mange
and other parasitic infections. The medicated formula is also effective
against fungal and bacterial skin infections.

8 oz.

FG01640

16 oz.

FG01615

VFA
VFA

ANTISEPTIC & ANTIFUNGAL MEDICATED SHAMPOO
Scientifically formulated to help relieve bacterial and yeast infections,
while lanolin and aloe vera help heal and soothe sensitive skin.

16 oz.

FG01620
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HYPOALLERGENIC SHAMPOO
Scientifically formulated with gentle, coconut-based
cleansers and without harsh ingredients, dyes and
fragrances, this shampoo is perfect for pets with
sensitive skin.
16 oz.

FG01600

FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
Kills and controls fleas and ticks on contact. Gently cleanses and
exfoliates skin and coat, while leaving the coat soft and shiny.
Safe for use on dogs, cats, ferrets and horses over 12 weeks of age.

16 oz.

FG01660

VFA

EAR THERAPY
FOR DOGS & CATS
Provides gentle relief for fungal, yeast and bacterial infections,
while cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing the ear canal.

4 oz.

PREMIUM MEDICATED

VFA

FG016170

VFA

FLEA & TICK SPRAY FOR DOGS
Gives dogs up to 14 weeks of protection against fleas and ticks –
the longest-lasting results on the market today – while working to
prevent re-infestation.

8 oz.

FG01633

VFA

OATMEAL & TEA TREE OIL INFUSER SHAMPOO
Provides gentle cleansing and effective antibacterial healing
for dry, flaky or irritated skin for dogs. No artificial fragrances
or harsh chemicals. Paraben-free and pH-balanced.

16 oz.

FG01655
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR PET SPECIALTY

VETERINARY FORMULA® ADVANCED
SUPPLEMENTS

PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS

SUPPLEMENTS REIMAGINED.

We spent thousands of hours researching,
testing, and analyzing to ensure we had
the best combinations of active ingredients
available today. The result is a significant
breakthrough to help enhance the lives
of our best friends.
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Each 45 count jar of our nutrient-rich soft chew
supplements targets a specific health concern
as common as joint and gut support, to the
niche Tear Stain supplement.

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

ULTIMATE JOINT HEALTH

SENIOR SUPPORT

We set out to create a better hip & joint formula and the
result is a powerful blend of 7 clinically proven active
ingredients including fast-acting Calcium Fructoborate,
Glucosamine, Green Lipped Mussel, Turmeric, Hyaluronic
Acid, Coconut and Salmon Oil for relief of joint pain. Our
ingredients promote cartilage development helping maintain
joint mobility and flexibility.

Our optimized blend of premium ingredients contains
the nutrients necessary for senior dogs to live happier
lives. Each soft chew targets the key conditions
senior dogs suffer from. They tackle mobility and joint
stiffness, vision strength, digestive and skin health and
cognitive function.

45 Chews
FG01670

45 Chews
FG01678

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

SKIN HEALTH & ITCH RELIEF

IMMUNE DEFENSE

Itchy, flaky and scaly skin can be a result of improper
nutrition and environmental factors like allergens and other
irritants. Our skin & coat formula is designed with essential
fatty acids and natural anti-inflammatories to pack a
powerful punch against scaly skin and itchy coat.

Regulate your dog’s immune function and help fight off
allergies and infections with our powerful formula of high
potency colostrum, turkey tail and shiitake mushrooms,
omegas, antioxidants and an optimized blend of prebiotics
and probiotics.

45 Chews
FG01673

45 Chews
FG01677

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

COMPLETE PROBIOTIC

PET CALM PLUS

With our own blend of 16 clinically proven active ingredients,
giving your furry family member a serving of good bacteria
is easy and tasty. Our optimized blend of 8 probiotic strains
combined with 2 prebiotics, 7 digestive enzymes plus fiber,
helps maintain intestinal balance, promotes proper gut flora
and boosts the immune system.

Keeping our pets calm and relaxed can be a challenge.
Stressor like travelling, hospitalization, moving,
thunderstorms, fireworks and tension caused by change
in your pet’s daily routine can overwhelm them. Pet Calm
Plus, with its blend of natural ingredients may reduce
hyperactivity while promoting relaxation.

45 Chews
FG01672

PREMIUM SUPPLEMENTS

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

45 Chews
FG01671

VFA SUPPLEMENTS

EYE HEALTH & TEAR STAIN
Tear Staining can be unsightly and challenging for many
pet parents. We use natural extracts with antimicrobial,
antibacterial, and histamine-blocking properties
targeting allergies, along with powerful antioxidants that
support retinal and visual functions from the inside out.

45 Chews
FG01676
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PEAK
PERFORMANCE.
EARTH ENERGY.
WHERE FUNCTION MEETS NATURE.

Richard’s Organics™ is the natural choice for
looking after our furry friends. You will find only
the finest ingredients for peak performance.
We never use harsh chemicals or artificial colors.

Active ingredients are 100% natural. With a
combination of essential oils, extracts and
minerals, all our products are gentle, safe and
effective, naturally.

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™
PARABEN-FREE

DEA AND SOAP-FREE

NATURAL ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

NATURAL COSMETIC
25

SHAMPOOS &
CONDITIONER
RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

MOISTURIZING SHAMPOO
RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

NATURAL COSMETIC

NATURAL FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
100% natural, this gentle and safe flea shampoo is
formulated to kill fleas and ticks without subjecting
your dog or puppy to the harsh chemicals found in
traditional flea shampoos.

12 oz.

FG00440

Gently soothing, this shampoo relieves dry, itchy or
inflamed skin. It then leaves a protective film on the
skin that reduces water loss, which helps to repair
and keep skin healthy.
12 oz.

FG00460

THERAPIES
& SPRAYS
RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

NATURAL FLEA & TICK SPRAY
RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

DEODORIZING SHAMPOO
Removes and controls odors, naturally and
effectively. Natural extracts and oils soothe the skin
and leave the coat clean, shiny and healthy.
12 oz.

FG00470

12 oz.

FG00450

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

ANTI-BACTERIAL SHAMPOO

INCREDIBLE SKIN SPRAY

Naturally and effectively relieves dermatological
conditions caused by yeast, fungus and bacteria.
It also helps to eliminate the odors that come with
these common skin conditions.

Provides fast and natural relief from hot
spots, bites, sunburn, rashes, eczema, dry
skin, ringworm and minor wounds.

12 oz.
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A natural and safe way to rid your dog of dangerous
fleas and ticks, while repelling mosquitoes. Protect
your dogs without exposing yourself or them to
harsh chemicals.

FG00465

12 oz.

FG00435

THERAPIES
& SPRAYS CONTINUED
RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

PET CALM

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

4 oz.

FG00427

2 oz.

FG00426

NOURISHING CONDITIONER
100% naturally gentle formula made with olive oil, shea oil
and green tea extract to repair and protect the coat against
environmental damage. Rich emollients and antioxidants
nourish skin and leave the coat healthy and shiny.
12 oz.

FG00475

NATURAL COSMETIC

Keep your furry friend’s nerves in check
prior to travel, grooming, holidays, vet
visits, thunderstorms or new environments.
Pet Calm™ effectively relieves anxiety and
short-term stress.

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

HAIRBALL REMEDY – CHICKEN OR
TUNA FLAVOR
Naturally eliminates and prevents your cat’s
hairballs. This easy-to-use gel formula lubricates
the swallowed hair, allowing it to pass gently
without upsetting your cat’s digestive system.
Chicken
4.25 oz.
FG00480

Tuna
4.25 oz.

FG00490

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

NUTRIENT PASTE – FOR DOGS OR CATS
When your dog or cat is off his or her normal diet,
try this naturally balanced dietary supplement.
It stimulates the appetite and provides a hearty
dose of vitamins and antioxidants.
4.25 oz.
FG00482

4.25 oz.
FG00485

RICHARD’S

STAIN & ODOR ELIMINATOR
This ultra-concentrated, dual-action enzyme formula
naturally captures and destroys odors. It provides
long-lasting, deep-cleaning benefits, thanks to
biotechnology.
32 oz.

FG00558

RICHARD’S ORGANICS™

FLEA & TICK HOME & PET BEDDING SPRAY
Naturally kills fleas and ticks for up to four weeks
on carpets, upholstery, rugs, dog bedding, car
interiors and more.

32 oz.

FG00495
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NOURISHING FORMULAS
FOR HEALTHY AND
HAPPY PETS

Woof Wash™ provides nourishing formulas
with fashionable fragrances, no harmful
ingredients, healing and restorative
properties, all designed to pamper your pet.

When you care to give the best,
Woof Wash is a cut above the rest.
Woof Wash makes the effort of bath
time well worth it!

EXCLUSIVELY FOR PET SPECIALTY

+

WOOF WASH™
PARABEN-FREE

DEA, MEA, SOAP AND SULFATE-FREE

GENTLE FOR FREQUENT USE

PREMIUM COSMETIC
29

+

SHAMPOOS FOR DOGS AND CATS
WOOF WASH™

PREMIUM COSMETIC

4-IN-1 SHAMPOO
All-in-one shampoo cleans, moisturizes,
conditions and protects your pet's skin and
coat, while gently removing dirt and debris
with naturally derived ingredients. Leaves your
pet looking, smelling and feeling his or her best.
24 oz.

FG06895

WOOF WASH™

SOOTHING OATMEAL SHAMPOO
Natural colloidal oatmeal provides gentle
and effective relief for skin irritations.

24 oz.

FG06830

WOOF WASH™

WOOF WASH™

PUPPY PURE & SIMPLE SHAMPOO
Hypoallergenic and tearless, this specially formulated
puppy shampoo protects your pet’s sensitive skin.
No harsh chemicals.

BRILLIANT WHITENING SHAMPOO
This gentle, yet effective, formula removes
stains and gives your dog a bright, white, shiny
coat without using bleach or peroxide – so it’s
safe on your pet’s sensitive skin.

24 oz.

FG06820

24 oz.

FG06800

WOOF WASH™

WOOF WASH™

FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
Kills fleas and ticks on contact and leaves your pet
smelling fresh and clean, while gently cleansing
and exfoliating the skin and coat.

HERBAL SHAMPOO
Effectively reduces bacteria and fungus that
causes odor and itching with seven natural
herbal extracts and essential oils.

24 oz.

FG06850
*NOT SULFATE-FREE
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24 oz.

FG06810

CONDITIONER FOR DOGS AND CATS

+

WOOF WASH™

24 oz.

FG06860

WOOF WASH™

SOOTHING OATMEAL CONDITIONER
Deeply conditions hair and coat,
while providing gentle relief for dry or
irritated skin.
24 oz.

FG06840

PREMIUM COSMETIC

DEODORIZING SHAMPOO
Remove and control odors with only one
wash. Natural extracts, baking soda and aloe
vera soothe the skin and leave the coat clean,
shiny and healthy.

RELIEF CREAM FOR DOGS AND CATS
WOOF WASH™

DRY SHAMPOO AEROSOL
Keep them fresh between washes with this
simple, quick and effective dry shampoo.
A couple of sprays and your pet will be soft
and oil-free, while leaving a pleasant scent.

WOOF WASH™

SOOTHING ITCH-RELIEF CREAM
For fast itch relief, hot spots and minor
skin irritations. Great for providing
everyday moisture and relief from your
dog’s adventures and explorations.

5 oz.

FG06875

4 oz.

FG06880
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PAMPER YOUR PET
WITH DOG WASH

Dog Wash brings you the finest ingredients
with fashionable fragrances. Have your furry
friends looking their best with a silky, shiny coat
that looks like they just left the doggie salon.

You’ll find all the functional ingredients
you need to get the job done. Whatever
your four-legged friend needs, we have a
formula for it.

DOG WASH™
PARABEN-FREE

DEA, MEA, SOAP AND SULFATE-FREE

GENTLE FOR FREQUENT USE

COSMETIC
33

SHAMPOOS FOR DOGS AND CATS

COSMETIC

DOG WASH™

DOG WASH™

4-IN-1 SHAMPOO

OATMEAL ITCH-RELIEF SHAMPOO

Cleans, moisturizes, conditions and protects
your pet’s skin and coat with vitamin E, silk
protein and UV filters. Made with natural
ingredients that are safe and gentle.

Specially formulated for pets with dry,
itchy skin, this gentle, soap-free cleanser
cleans and deodorizes the coat and skin
without irritation.

24 oz.

FG06985

12 oz.

FG06986

FG06930

12 oz.

FG06935

DOG WASH™

DOG WASH™

PUPPY PURE & SIMPLE SHAMPOO

DEODORIZING SHAMPOO

This gentle, naturally derived cleanser leaves
coat and skin clean and healthy, without causing
damage or harm to sensitive skin.

Eliminate odor and give your pet a
deep cleanse with this naturally derived,
soap-free cleanser. Leaves the coat
fresh, without irritating skin.

24 oz.

FG06920

12 oz.

FG06925

24 oz.

FG06960

12 oz.

FG06965

DOG WASH™

DOG WASH™

FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO

ULTRA-WHITE SHAMPOO

Kills fleas and ticks on contact, while also gently
cleansing and exfoliating your pet’s coat and skin.

Effectively remove stains and coat yellowing
with this gentle, naturally derived shampoo.
Eliminate dingy, dirty stains and odors and
promote a healthy, shiny coat.

24 oz.

FG06950

12 oz.

FG06955

*NOT SULFATE-FREE
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24 oz.

24 oz.

FG06900

12 oz.

FG06905

CONDITIONER FOR DOGS AND CATS
DOG WASH™

OATMEAL ITCH-RELIEF CONDITIONER
DOG WASH™

Formulated with seven natural plant extracts, this
shampoo helps reduce the bacteria and fungus
that cause odor and itching.
24 oz.

FG06910

12 oz.

FG06915

DOG WASH™

This conditioner with natural colloidal oatmeal
and wheat germ oil is specially formulated
for pets with dry, itchy skin. Provides rich
conditioning, while soothing and moisturizing
coat and skin.
24 oz.

FG06940

COSMETIC

HERBAL SHAMPOO

12 oz.

FG06945

RELIEF CREAM FOR DOGS AND CATS

DRY SHAMPOO AEROSOL
The simple, quick and effective way to touch
up and clean your pet’s coat, instantly. Great
for everyday use and to keep your pet fresh in
between baths.

DOG WASH™

ITCH-RELIEF CREAM
Soothes, calms and restores skin, providing
fast itch relief. Specially formulated for hot
spots and minor skin irritations.

5 oz.

FG06975

4 oz.

FG06980
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EFFECTIVE.
AFFORDABLE.
COSMETIC CARE.

One of the biggest parts of looking after pets
is grooming them. For those who want to save
a trip to the groomer, we offer products that
are highly effective and professional-grade.
Veterinary Formula® Solutions will give the
same results as the pros, and they are in fact
the same products used by the pros.

Veterinary Formula Solutions are
professional, concentrated grooming
products for dogs, cats and horses. These
paraben-free and DEA-free formulas will
leave your pet smelling wonderful, with a
soft, silky and shiny coat.

VETERINARY FORMULA SOLUTIONS®
PARABEN-FREE

DEA-FREE

GENTLE FOR FREQUENT USE

COSMETIC
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SHAMPOOS FOR DOGS AND CATS

COSMETIC

VFS

VFS

SNOW WHITE SHAMPOO

ULTRA OATMEAL MOISTURIZING SHAMPOO

Gently cleans and deodorizes dingy and
yellowing coats with patented optical
brighteners for the “ultimate white.” Use on
white dogs, cats and horses. There’s no bleach
or peroxide, so it won’t irritate the skin.

This moisture-rich nourishing shampoo
leaves coats clean, soft, silky and shiny. The
antioxidant formula moisturizes, conditions and
protects coat with a long-lasting raspberry tea
and pomegranate scent.

1 gal.

FG01221

FG01220

1 gal.

FG01211

17 oz.

FG01210

VFS

VFS

SOOTHING & DEODORIZING
OATMEAL SHAMPOO

PUPPY LOVE EXTRA GENTLE &
TEARLESS SHAMPOO

Formulated for pets with dry, irritated or smelly
skin and coat. Neutralizes odors – doesn’t just
mask them – while restoring natural moisture to
leave coats soft and shiny.

Puppy Love Extra Gentle & Tearless
Shampoo is pH-balanced for puppies and
recommended by vets. Tearless and mild, it
cleanses without drying delicate skin, leaving
coats soft and fluffy.

1 gal.

FG01226
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17 oz.

17 oz.

FG01225

1 gal.

FG01206

17 oz.

FG01205

CONDITIONERS FOR DOGS AND CATS

CONCENTRATED SHAMPOO
FOR DOGS AND CATS

VFS

ULTRA OATMEAL MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER

TRIPLE STRENGTH DIRTY DOG
CONCENTRATED SHAMPOO

Formulated with micronized colloidal oatmeal to
hydrate skin and coat naturally. Silk protein soothes
and penetrates the coat to add strength & shine.

1 gal.

FG01251

17 oz.

FG01250

Heavy-duty cleansing and deodorizing
shampoo for even the dirtiest dog,
with three times more active cleansing
ingredients than competing brands.
1 gal.

FG01216

COSMETIC

VFS

17 oz.

FG01215

VFS

GLOSS & GLIDE DETANGLER,
SHINE BUILDER & CONDITIONER
Use after shampooing to create a vibrant-looking
coat with natural shine and no tangles.

8 oz.

FG00155
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VALUE-PRICED,
PROFESSIONAL
GROOMING PRODUCTS

Groomer's Salon Select™ is a line of
professional-grade grooming products
made with many natural ingredients.
Gentle enough for everyday use.
Now with eye catching packaging.

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™
PARABEN-FREE

DEA AND SULFATE FREE

GENTLE FOR FREQUENT USE

COSMETIC
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SHAMPOOS FOR DOGS AND CATS

COSMETIC

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

PUPPY SHAMPOO

WHITE COAT SHAMPOO

Gentle and tearless formula contains no
harsh detergents or irritants. Leaves coat
soft and conditioned with a fresh, clean
baby powder fragrance.

Removes stains and brightens white coats
with patented optical brighteners. Helps
coats stay bright white.

18.4 oz.
FG04021

18.4 oz.

FG04001

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™
GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

DEODORIZING SHAMPOO
Deodorizes & promotes healing of irritated skin.
Contains Baking Soda, Zinc, Rosemary
Extract & Lavender Oil. Stops bacteria from
growing, eliminating odors and its causes.

18.4 oz.

FG04070
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HERBAL SHAMPOO
Soothes skin and conditions while reducing
bacteria and fungus that cause odor,
itching, dermatitis and eczema. With
Chamomile, Aloe Vera, Eucalyptus Oil,
Echinacea, Cedarwood Oil, Clove Leaf Oil
and Yarrow Extract.

18.4 oz.
FG04011

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

FLEA & TICK SHAMPOO
Controls fleas and ticks on contact while
gently cleansing and exfoliating. Leaves coat
soft and lustrous.

18.4 oz.

FG04050

COAL TAR SHAMPOO
Treats bacterial, fungus & parasitic skin
infections. Eliminates flaking, dandruff
and scales associated with Seborrhea.
With Salicylic Acid, Colloidal Sulfur USP
and Coal Tar USP in a gentle base. Light
vanilla fragrance.

COSMETIC

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

18.4 oz.

FG04060

CONDITIONER FOR DOGS AND CATS
GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

OATMEAL ITCH RELIEF SHAMPOO
Natural Oatmeal soothes, heals and
moisturizes. Oatmeal Proteins heal skin
faster and relieve itching caused by dry
skin. With natural anti-itch agents that
calm the sting of insect bites.
Contains Baking Soda.

GROOMER'S SALON SELECT™

OATMEAL CONDITIONER
Proven to help heal skin irritations faster.
Oatmeal Proteins relieve itching,
soothe skin and moisturize naturally.

18.4 oz.
FG04031

18.4 oz.
FG04041
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THE ORIGINAL
TOOTHBRUSH IN A BOTTLE

Nothing could be simpler. Just a teaspoon
in the water bowl and your pet’s oral health
is taken care of. Dental Fresh® is the original
toothbrush in a bottle. Dental Fresh is the only
clinically proven oral additive to tackle the
bacteria that causes bad breath, gingivitis,
plaque and tartar.

It also whitens teeth and even protects
your pet’s gums. There’s no sugar, alcohol
or overly minty taste. Your pet won’t even
know it’s there. Just one little teaspoon and
you’ve got oral health covered.

DENTAL FRESH®
CLINICALLY PROVEN INGREDIENTS

SUGAR AND ALCOHOL FREE

NO TASTE, COLOR OR ODOR*

ORAL HYGIENE

*Tuna Flavor on Dental Fresh for Cats
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DENTAL CARE
FOR DOGS

ORAL HYGIENE

DENTAL FRESH®

DENTAL FRESH®

ORIGINAL FORMULA FOR DOGS

ADVANCED WHITENING FOR DOGS

Our original formula is safe and beneficial for
everyday use for dogs, and it’s the world’s first
and only clinically proven toothbrush in a bottle.

Scientifically formulated to noticeably
reduce surface stains and reverse
discoloration to reveal your pet’s
naturally white smile.

1 gal.

FG00011

/2 gal.

1

FG00025

32 oz.

FG00013

17 oz.

FG00009

17 oz.

8 oz.

FG00018

FG00422

8 oz.

FG00423

FOR CATS

DENTAL FRESH®

DENTAL FRESH®

ADVANCED PLAQUE & TARTAR FOR DOGS

ORIGINAL FORMULA FOR CATS

This double-strength, advanced formula
specially targets buildup of plaque and tartar
in hard-to-reach places.

Our original formula is safe and beneficial
for everyday use for cats, and it’s the
world’s first and only clinically proven
toothbrush in a bottle.

32 oz.

FG00020
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17 oz.

FG00017

8 oz.

FG00424

8 oz.

FG00010

DENTAL KITS
FOR DOGS & CATS

DENTAL FRESH®

ORAL SPRAY FOR DOGS AND CATS

ENZYMATIC GEL FINGERBRUSH KIT

Convenient for on-the-go pet parents, for
travel and trips, and in-between brushings.
Antimicrobial self-regulating formula
activates when bacteria are present.
Eliminates bad breath immediately.

Effectively cleans teeth without harsh
abrasives and foaming agents, while
eliminating bad breath and reducing plaque
and tartar. Includes the Fingerbrush.

4 oz.

FG00001

ORAL HYGIENE

DENTAL FRESH®

2.5 oz.

FG00029

DENTAL FRESH®
DENTAL FRESH®

7-ZYME™ ENZYMATIC
DENTAL GEL FOR DOGS
Contains our patented 7-enzyme proprietary
blend to clean and gently whiten teeth, while
reducing plaque, inflammation and germs in
the mouth that cause bad breath.

2.5 oz.

FG00030

ENZYMATIC GEL TRIFLEX™
TOOTHBRUSH KIT
Effectively cleans teeth without harsh
abrasives and foaming agents, while
eliminating bad breath and reducing plaque
and tartar. Includes the Triflex™ brush for
the hardest-to-reach teeth.
2.5 oz.

FG00027
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REDUCE EXCESSIVE SHEDDING
FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Reducing shedding is all about maintaining a
dog’s or cat’s optimum coat and skin condition.
That’s why there's Shed-X™, a 100% natural,
comprehensive daily nutritional supplement
guaranteed to eliminate excessive shedding
in three to six weeks.

It’s all made possible by combining the
exact ratios of omega-3 & -6 fatty acids,
vitamins and minerals required to treat,
enhance and bring your dog’s or cat’s coat
and skin into peak condition. It even has
a delicious taste that dogs and cats love.

SHED-X™
100% NATURAL

NUTRITIONIST FORMULATED

SHEDDING SOLUTIONS
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SUPPLEMENTS

SHEDDING SOLUTIONS

SHED-X™

SHED-X™

SUPPLEMENT FOR DOGS

SUPPLEMENT FOR CATS

A 100% natural,
comprehensive daily
nutritional supplement
guaranteed – when used
properly – to eliminate
excessive shedding in three
to six weeks.

A 100% natural, comprehensive
daily nutritional supplement
guaranteed – when used
properly – to eliminate
excessive shedding in three
to six weeks.

32 oz.
Large
Breed

FG00517
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16 oz.
Medium
Breed
FG00516

8 oz.
Small
Breed

FG00519

8 oz.

FG00514

SHAMPOO

SHED-X™

SHAMPOO FOR DOGS

SHAMPOO FOR CATS

Reduce shedding with this gentle
cleanser that helps release excess hair
while exfoliating. It infuses your dog’s
skin and coat with nourishing vitamins
and antioxidants.

Reduce shedding with this gentle
cleanser that helps release excess hair
while exfoliating. It infuses your cat’s
skin and coat with nourishing vitamins
and antioxidants.

16 oz.

FG00520

SHEDDING SOLUTIONS

SHED-X™

8 oz.

FG00530
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PRESCRIPTIONS FOR
A HEALTHIER PET
Give your pet some quick relief with
Dr. Gold’s™ Medicated Collection.
Effective and safe, this over-the-counter
medicated line is the first defense for ear
infections and common skin irritations for
dogs, cats and small animals. Target pain
and offer fast relief with Dr. Gold’s.

DESTROY
SKUNK ODOR
It’s every pet owner's worst nightmare: Your
dog or cat has been skunked. When that happens,
you need one thing on your side – De-Skunk®
odor remover.
Quite simply, it’s the most powerful odordestroying shampoo on the planet. Made with
the world’s most powerful de-greasers, De-Skunk
is safe to use on pets, carpets and furniture.
When the worst happens, make sure your
customers can reach for the best: De-Skunk.

DR. GOLD’S™

DR. GOLD’S™

ITCH RELIEF SPRAY

EAR THERAPY

Formulated with advanced medicated
ingredients to specifically target pain, this
spray provides rapid relief for irritated and
itchy areas.

Provides gentle relief for fungal,
yeast and bacterial infections,
while cleaning, disinfecting and
deodorizing the ear canal.

8 oz.

TREATMENTS

DR. GOLD’S™

4 oz.

FG00172

FG00160

DE-SKUNK®

DE-SKUNK®

ODOR DESTROYING SHAMPOO
De-Skunk® was formulated to efficiently and effectively remove the
skunk’s volatile odor like nothing else on Earth. Made with the world’s
most powerful de-greasers, De-Skunk is your only remedy for getting
the skunk out – guaranteed.

32 oz.

FG00065
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CATNIP THAT CATS
GO CRAZY OVER

There’s catnip and then there’s Xtreme Catnip™ –
more crazy fun than any other catnip – guaranteed.
Xtreme Catnip is 100% natural catnip leaf. Grown
at high altitudes, Xtreme is more potent than your
average catnip. Loved by cats and their owners,
Xtreme brings the fun in extremes.

XTREME CATNIP ™
100% NATURAL

HIGH POTENCY

TREATS

XTREME CATNIP™

XTREME CATNIP™ LEAF
Our 100% natural catnip leaf is cultivated by a world-renowned
grower for a high concentration of essential oils.

1 oz.

FG00006

0.5 oz.

FG00005

XTREME CATNIP™

XTREME CATNIP™ SPRAY
Concentrated and easy, without the mess or cleanup, this spray
brings Xtreme fun for your cat with our super-potent formula.

4 oz.

FG00004
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THE MOST
BITTER STUFF
ON EARTH!®

There are times when our beloved pets just
won’t stop chewing, licking or biting. It could be
an inflamed area or even surgical sutures that
they just can’t leave alone. Whatever the reason,
Fooey!® is an effective training aid that stops

unwanted chewing, licking and biting. We like
to say it’s “the most bitter stuff on Earth!®”
But it’s completely safe to use on most dogs,
cats, horses, ferrets, rabbits and birds. Stop
them in their tracks with Fooey!

FOOEY!®
ALCOHOL, FRAGRANCE AND DYE-FREE

TRAINING AID

FOOEY®

ULTRA-BITTER GEL
When used in conjunction with recommended training methods,
Fooey!® stops dangerous and destructive behaviors, such as
unwanted chewing, licking, biting and ingesting. Our new gel
formula and sponge-tip applicator conveniently allow the pet
parent to apply product with less mess and more accuracy.

4.25 oz.
FG00057

FOOEY!® ULTRA-BITTER SPRAY
Fooey!® is so disgustingly bitter, we actually have a registered
trademark to say it’s “the most bitter stuff on Earth!®” When used
in conjunction with recommended training methods, Fooey!
stops dangerous and destructive behaviors, such as unwanted
chewing, licking, biting and ingesting.

16 oz.

FG00050

8 oz.

FG00055

4 oz.

FG00053
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WHERE WE DO BUSINESS
BAHAMAS
BARBADOS
CANADA
COSTA RICA
CURACAO
DOMINICAN REP.
GUATEMALA
HONDURAS
MEXICO
NICARAGUA
PANAMA
PUERTO RICO
ST. LUCIA
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
UNITED STATES
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ARGENTINA
ARUBA
BRAZIL
CHILE
COLOMBIA
EL SALVADOR
PERU
URUGUAY
VENEZUELA

FINLAND
IRELAND
LATVIA
LITHUANIA
POLAND
ROMANIA
RUSSIA
SLOVENIA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UKRAINE
UNITED KINGDOM

AUSTRALIA
KENYA
NIGERIA
SOUTH AFRICA

BAHAREIM
BRUNEI
CHINA
HONG KONG
INDIA
INDONESIA
ISRAEL
IRAQ
JAPAN
KAZAKHSTAN
KUWAIT
LEBANON
MACAU
MALAYSIA
OMAN
PAKISTAN
PHILIPPINES
SAUDI ARABIA
SINGAPORE
SOUTH KOREA
SRI LANKA
TAIWAN
THAILAND
UAE
VIETNAM
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